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If your company sells industrial products or services, one thing is for certain, you should be

However, reaching qualified buyers, at the right time, is becoming increasingly difficult as m

Even programs that use to be extremely profitable for a lot of manufacturers, such as pay-perIncrease Your Marketing Channels
Relying on pay-per-click, search engines, banner ads or your Web site is not enough.

You have

Probably the single biggest reason why most manufacturers do not versify their marketing is th

Indeed, keeping it simple is certainly an ideal approach, but it does not mean you have to lim
Finding Marketing Channels That Work
Obviously, not all marketing opportunities are equally effective.

You want to find marketing

As I mentioned earlier, most leading manufacturers don’t even bother with advertising on Web s
A significant advantage of advertising on smaller Web sites is the relationship factor.

Imagi

Internet Advertising and Marketing

Everybody on the Internet today has their own opinion about which advertising or marketing met
Different Web sites offer different advertising opportunities.

Some sites will only accept ba

Yes, it will take some serious time and effort to find the right marketing channels and advert

Just look at the whole thing as if your building a chain one link at a time with each link str

In contrast, your competitors will be limited to the one or two big marketing channels they re
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